
sew X dignity is a transformational enterprise that offers 
high-quality, lovingly sewn goods out of upcycled and local 
fabrics. 

At the same time, it is a platform for underprivileged and 
marginalized youth to learn valuable thinking, design and sewing 
skills and become more confident, competent and employable. 

All your products are 100% made by our students or refugee 
mothers. The profit goes directly back to Dignity for Children 
Foundation to educate more youth, and transform lives. A 
portion of what you pay will go back to the crafter who made 
your product. 



Monday - Saturday 
( 8:00 am - 4:30 pm )

All prices listed are the retail price. Subject to availability in 
store, please get in touch for bulk orders and custom designs.

 c  2020

+60 18 789 6206

sewxdignity@dignityforchildren.org

sew X dignity

Opening hours



Bags01
Batik Sling Bag
Tote Bag
Cotton Tote Bag
Tote Bag (Wide) with Zip
Drawstring Batik Backpack
Hobo Bag
Messenger Bag
Japanese Bag

Pouches and Purses02
Ang Pao
Batik Coin Purse
Rectangle Flat Pouch
Boat Pouch
Box Pouch
Little Wallet
Roll Up Pencil Pouch
Cylinder Pencil Case
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Accessories03
Batu Seremban
Key Chain
Batik Lanyard with Gold Ring
Coasters
Potholder
Book Covers
Namecard Holder
Eye Mask
Scrunchies

Zero Waste04
Straw Pouch
Zero Waste Mesh Bags
Cotton Grocery Bags
Patterned Bags
Cutlery Pouch with Flap
Make Up Removers
Little Drawstring + Heatpress

Others05
Apron with 2 Pockets
Kitchen Caps
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Bags
core products

Batik Sling Bag
B 01

RM 35.00

(20 x 18 cm)

Carry this stylish batik bag 
with all your daily essentials.

100% cotton, 100% love.

Unbleached cotton inner lining,
cotton straps, wooden button.

Available in royal blue,black,
fire engine red, khaki and

sunflower yellow.



Tote Bag
B 04

(35 x 39 cm)

Dignity’s classic Tote Bags feature
striking colours and local batik panels.
With a matching pocket on the inside,

this bag can fit your laptop, books, and
other shopping items. Popular choice

for corporate gifts and conferences!

RM 40.00

Cotton Tote Bag
B 03

(39.5 x 38 cm , Canvas)

Create your own by adding a 
screen print design on our classic 
canvas tote bag!
min. 100 pieces, and block charges for 
screen printing apply

RM 15.00

Tote Bag (Wide)
with Zip

B 05

(39 x 39 cm)

A wider take on the Classic Tote 
Bag.  

RM 50.00



Drawstring
Batik Backpack

B 06

(37 x 40 cm)

RM 45.00

Hobo Bag
B 07

(38 x 68 cm)

RM 50.00

Messenger Bag 
with Batik Panel

B 08

(35 x 34 cm)

RM 70.00

Japanese Bag
B 09

(29 x 36 cm)

RM 30.00

The soft fabric hobo is made to hold all 
your belongings with style. 

Worn around the wrist, its simplicity 
evokes Japanese elegance.

Take it to school or out for 
an adventure! Made of cotton, 
batik and strong nylon cords.



Pouches
and Purses
core products

Ang Pao
PNp 07

(19 x 8 cm , 5 / set)

Only available during cny and hari raya seasons as part of our campaign



Batik Coin Purse
PNp 01

(12 x 9 cm)

Made from upcycled fabric and 
batik, each coin purse is unique 
and beautifully evergreen.   

RM 15.00

Rectangle Flat Pouch
PNp 02

(19.4 x 15 cm)

Multifunctional to carry and organize 
all your essentials. Great as gifts! 

RM 17.00

Celebrate the festive season 
with a little more eco love 
with these reusable money 
envelopes for Chinese New 
Year or Hari Raya. Available 
for corporate orders.

RM 50.00



Box Pouch
PNp 06

(22 x 11 cm)

Multipurpose and extra roomy box 
pouch that makes it great as a travel 
bag!

RM 23.00

Little Wallet
PNp 08

(19 x 9 cm)

Carry your money around easily in 
our slim wallets. Made of  hand 
stamped Terengganu batik!

RM 25.00

Boat Pouch
PNp 03

Bo
PNp 03

(21 x 18 cm)

You can never have enough pouch 
bags to keep life organized - these 
bags are a popular corporate gift 
option.

RM 20.00



Roll Up Pencil Pouch
PNp 04

(31.5 x 24.5 cm)

Stash your stationery or make up 
brushes away with ease in this 
roll-up pouch.

RM 20.00

Cylinder Pencil Case
PNp 05

(21 x 6 cm)

Perfect for your stationery needs. 

RM 20.00



Accessories
core products

Batu Seremban
A 03

(comes with 5 different colours)

Preserve a piece of childhood 
history with our take on the 
traditional Malaysian game!

RM 15.00



Key-chain
A 02

(2.5 x 11.5 cm )

Up your keychain game and 
take a bit of traditional flair 
wherever you go. 

RM 12.00

Batik Lanyard
with Gold Ring

A 12

(Card holder, 8 x 11 cm )
(Landyard, 2 x 44 cm)

Tired of the same old
corporate lanyards?

Give your team a colorful
batik lanyard for a happy 

pop of color!

RM 35.00



Coasters
A 05

(12 x 10.5 cm , Hexagon - 4 / set)

Protect the table and make it 
stylish at the same time with 
these upcycled batik coasters!

RM 25.00

Coasters
A 04

(9.5 x 9.5 cm , Square - 4 / set)

Green gifts ideas: Classic coasters 
with a batik & upcycled twist - in 
popular demand for wedding door 
gifts and events! 

RM 20.00

Potholder
A 06

(23 x 19.5 cm)

The perfect gift for the hostess - 
potholders with a Malaysian flavor.

RM 18.00



Bookcover
A 07

(15 x 21 cm , S)

Get cozy in your reading nook 
with our beautiful book covers.

RM 35.00

Bookcover
A 08

(18.5 x 25.5 cm , L)

RM 40.00

Namecard Holder
A 09

(9.5 x 6.5 cm , Classic)

RM 20.00

Namecard Holder
A 09

(10 x 7 cm , Envelope)

RM 23.00



Eye Mask
A 013

(Eye mask, 18 x 8 cm)
(Pouch, 21 x 11.5 cm)

Our lavender filled Eye Mask is the perfect 
sleep solution to blocking light and filling 
your senses with the sweet scent.

RM 35.00

Scrunchies
A 01

Show off your inner 90s kid with this 
super cute hair accessory with a batik twist!

RM 7.00



Zero Waste
core products

Straw pouch
ZW 12

(7.5 x 28 cm)

Carry around your 
reusable straw with 
confidence and in style!

RM 7.00



Zero Waste 
Mesh Bags

ZW 04.05.06

(25 x 20 cm , S)
(30 x 25 cm , M)
(40 x 30 cm , L)

S
M
L 

RM 5.50
RM 7.00
RM 9.00

Cotton Grocery
Bags

ZW 01.02.03

(S , M , L)

S
M
L 

RM 6.00
RM 8.00
RM 10.00

Patterned Bags
ZW 07.08.09

(S , M , L)

S
M
L 

RM 10.00
RM 12.00
RM 14.00

Say goodbye to plastic 
bags. Made of 100% 
cotton fabric and 
drawstring.



Cutlery Pouch 
with Flap

ZW 13

(9.5 x 24 cm, comes with 1 set of 
metal cutlery)

The perfect accessory to go with 
your cutlery set.

RM 16.50

Make Up Removers
ZW 10, 11

(Round & Square, Fleece & towel
- 5 / set)

Swap out your disposable cotton 
rounds with our ultra soft reusable 
make up removers!

RM 15.00

Little Drawstring +
Heatpress

ZW 14

(11 x 16 cm )

Ditch the plastic, and use resuable 
drawstring bags for your product 
packaging. 

RM 12.00



Others
core products

Apron with
2 Pockets

O 01

(66 x 60 cm)

RM 35.00

Complete the chef look
with our kitchen caps.

Kitchen Caps
O 02

(32 x 9 cm, Cotton/poly-mix)

RM 18.00

Look sharp with a custom
made apron for your team.



Workshops

sew X dignity runs seasonal 
workshops - check our fb page
for updates.

If your company would like a 
custom workshop, please get in 
touch with us!

* Available on weekends only, 
   minimum 3 weeks notice.
* Maximum 10 people



Thank you
for supporting us


